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List of symbols and abbreviations

ICG  Israeli Climatic Gradient
Δ (F-S)  Difference between forest ecosystem and the shrub land ecosystem
IMS  Israeli Meteorological Services
Met  meteorological
P  precipitation (mm)
T  temperature (°C)
RH  relative humidity (%)  
Eg  global incoming shortwave radiation
GPP  gross primary production (g C m$^{-2}$)
NEE  net ecosystem exchange (g C m$^{-2}$)
NEP  net ecosystem productivity/ carbon gain (NEP=-NEE) (g C m$^{-2}$)
ET  evapotranspiration
Rn  whole surface (canopy/shrub land) net radiation (W m$^{-2}$)
S_n  net shortwave radiation (W m$^{-2}$)
L_n  net long wave radiation (W m$^{-2}$)
S↓  shortwave radiation received from the atmosphere (W m$^{-2}$)
S↑  shortwave radiation reflected by the surface (W m$^{-2}$)
α  surface albedo,  S↑ / S↓ [-]
L↓  long wave radiation received from the atmosphere (W m$^{-2}$)
L↑  long wave radiation emitted by the surface (W m$^{-2}$)
SEB  surface energy balance
H  sensible heat flux (W m$^{-2}$)
H_F  sensible heat flux above forest canopy (W m$^{-2}$)
H_S  sensible heat flux above shrub land (W m$^{-2}$)
r_a  Aerodynamic resistance above the canopy
T_eto  ecosystem (surface) temperature (K)
T_air  air temperature (K)
LE  latent heat flux, measured evapotranspiration expressed in energy units (W m$^{-2}$)
LV  latent heat of vaporization (J g$^{-1}$)
β  Bowen ratio, H/LE [-]
G  soil heat flux determined as the rate of change of soil heat (W m$^{-2}$)
EC  eddy covariance
\( u_s \) Friction velocity (m s\(^{-1}\))
\( c_p \) Heat capacity of air
\( \rho_a \) air density (g m\(^{-3}\))
\( \rho_c \) CO\(_2\) density (g m\(^{-3}\))
Abstract

Recent observations from the semi-arid region in Israel showed that conversion of the local sparse shrub land to pine forest resulted in greatly increased surface radiation load due to reduced canopy albedo and reduced emission of thermal radiations, which overwhelmed the beneficial effects of the forests high rates of carbon sequestration. Here we extend this study across the local climatic gradient in Israel, and test the hypothesis that the surface radiation effect of forestation diminishes, while the benefits of carbon sequestration of forestation enhances with increasing precipitation.

We used a custom-built mobile laboratory (for eddy-flux and surface radiation measurements) on a campaign basis (about two weeks per site repeated along the seasonal cycle) to examine the surface-atmosphere radiative (short- and long-wave radiation) and non-radiative (net carbon uptake, NEE, latent heat, LE, and sensible heat, H) fluxes. The research conducted in three paired sites of pine forest (*Pinus halepensis*) and nearby non-forested ecosystem with mean annual precipitation of 291, 543, and 755 mm, and temperature of 19.5, 20.8, and 16.4 °C, respectively.

Forest NEE and LE increased with increasing precipitation along the gradient from 0.8, to 1.5 gC m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\), and 0.7 to 1.3 mmol H\(_2\)O m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). Forest albedo did not change along the gradient (\(\alpha_F \sim 0.12\)) or along the seasonal cycle, while shrub land albedo (\(\alpha_S\)) varied along the gradient and the seasonal cycle due to variability in soil types (from 0.31 to 0.19, on average for dry and wet sites). Sensible heat flux between the sites did not markedly change (sites average: \(H_F \sim 110\) Wm\(^{-2}\) and \(H_S \sim 60\) Wm\(^{-2}\)), and the net thermal radiation emission along the climatic gradient increased in the forests (90, to 105 Wm\(^{-2}\)) and decreased in the shrub land (112 to 104 Wm\(^{-2}\)).

The results showed that, on average, enhanced carbon sink associated with forestation (\(\Delta\text{NEP}_{F-S}\)) increased with precipitation (from near zero to 190%) and, concurrently, effect on albedo diminished (\(\Delta\alpha_{F-S}\), from ~150 to 50%), which both were associated with changes in plant cover and differences in soil surfaces. Forests always showed higher sensible heat flux compared to shrub land (\(\Delta H_{F-S} \sim 50\) Wm\(^{-2}\)), while the reduced thermal radiation emission associated with forestation attenuated with increasing precipitation along the gradient from -20 to ~0 Wm\(^{-2}\).

The results confirm our hypothesis about the effect of precipitation gradient on carbon gain and radiation load and help to quantify the interactions of forestation and climate. This study also demonstrates the utility of the new mobile lab, and the importance of extending measurements in permanent sites with limited biome and climatic coverage.
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Introduction

Human activities have been contributing significantly to the alterations of the chemical composition of the atmosphere (Ramanathan et al., 2008). Due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, the global average atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration has risen from ~310 ppm to ~400 ppm over the last 50 years (Steffen et al., 2007), playing an important role in modifying the loss of thermal energy from the earth and consequently in global warming. However, the increase in atmospheric CO$_2$ is significantly smaller than the annual anthropogenic CO$_2$ emissions due to the existence of natural carbon sinks, in the ocean and in the land, which remove about 50% of the anthropogenic greenhouse gas and, in turn, reduces the absorbed thermal radiation by the atmosphere (Canadell et al., 2007). In this context, terrestrial ecosystems function as important carbon sinks as much of the carbon uptake occurs through its accumulation in vegetation biomass and soil organic matter (Le Quéré et al., 2009). Although forests cover only about a third of the land surface (Bonan, 2008), they sequester large amounts of carbon annually and are responsible for ~50% of the terrestrial net carbon gain (Field and Raupach, 2004). Thus, they can help mitigate climate change (Ballantyne et al., 2012; Bonan, 2008; Canadell et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2011).

The overall amount of carbon being transported vertically between the atmosphere and the biosphere is also known at the ecosystem level as the net ecosystem exchange, NEE. The NEE is the sum of two opposing fluxes: CO$_2$ uptake through gross primary productivity, GPP, and CO$_2$ release through ecosystem respiration, $R_e$ (Reichstein et al., 2005), with the balance varying significantly between different land covers (Beer et al., 2010). High GPP is often associated with forest carbon sink, but in fact it is the net carbon exchange, NEE, that accounts for the sink. For example, Rotenberg and Yakir (2010) report similar NEE values of -2.3, and -2.0 ton C ha$^{-1}$ for semi-arid, and European pine forests, respectively (the negative sign denotes a flux from the atmosphere to the earth surface) in spite of significantly lower GPP in the semi-arid ecosystem.

The balance between GPP and $R_e$ is dependent on a set of environmental factors, including temperature, atmospheric demand for moisture and soil moisture availability (Bonan, 2008). Thus, these physical parameters may affect the biological carbon uptake by the ecosystems across climatic gradients. A study across a wide climatic gradient in New Mexico showed that NEE increases dramatically with elevation and mean annual precipitation (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2011). This directly reflects a negative correlation of NEE with temperature (T) in water-limited ecosystems and a positive correlation of NEE with humidity. Hence, it was suggested that in semiarid ecosystem, where water deficiency and temperature tend to be inversely correlated, where hot and dry conditions inhibit
the accumulation of significant carbon stocks, whereas cooler and wetter conditions favor GPP over \( R_e \), resulting in more carbon buildup (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2011; Conant et al., 1998).

In addition to their function as a major carbon sink, forests may alter climate through changes in surface energy budget, which consists of radiative and non-radiative energy fluxes. Considering radiative energy, land surfaces receive shortwave solar radiation (S) during daytime and exchange longwave radiation (L) continuously with the atmosphere (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). The net radiation absorbed by the land as a consequence of these exchanges is often denoted \( R_n \), and the partitioning of net radiation into non-radiative fluxes in the surface energy balance (SEB) is commonly written as:

\[
R_n = S_n + L_n = G_0 + H + LE
\]

(1)

where \( S_n \) and \( L_n \) are the net shortwave and net longwave radiation fluxes, respectively. The right hand side of the equation describe the non-radiative energy fluxes: \( G_0 \) is the soil heat flux, \( H \) is the sensible heat flux, and \( LE \) is the latent heat flux. \( L \) is the latent heat of vaporization, and \( E \) is the rate of evapotranspiration), which is constrained by water availability (Ma et al., 2002). Since the net surface energy budget must be balanced, the radiative fluxes constrain the sum of the sensible (H) and latent heat (LE) fluxes, together with the soil heat flux (\( G_0 \)). The estimation of the two atmospheric turbulent fluxes, \( H \) and \( LE \), at land surface has long been recognized as the critical step in the determination of the energy and mass exchange between the atmosphere and the biosphere (Monteith, 1965; Montgomery, 1948). It is also important to note that each of these fluxes can be estimated independently (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997).

The net solar radiation (\( S_n \), Eq.2) absorbed by land surface, defined as the difference between incoming and outgoing shortwave radiative fluxes, is positively related to the local incoming solar radiation flux and negatively correlated with the surface reflectivity, known as albedo (\( \alpha \) [defined as ratio between the outgoing solar radiation flux and the incoming solar radiation flux \( S_\downarrow/S_\downarrow \)], Eq.2):

\[
S_n = S \downarrow (1 - \alpha)
\]

(2)

where incident solar radiation flux (\( S_\downarrow \)) is mainly affected by the location on Earth and the atmospheric conditions, (i.e. aerosols and clouds in the atmosphere strongly affect incoming solar radiation before it reaches the surface, reducing \( S_\downarrow \) (Feng et al., 2013)). However, \( \alpha \) is determined by the surface characteristics (e.g. land cover). For example, a study in forests reveals that the \( \alpha \) is generally below ~0.2 in such forests (Betts, 2000). However, Otterman (1974) reports albedo of about 0.42 in a bare sandy soil of the Rajasthan desert.
Forests are usually darker than their surrounding non-forested terrain and have lower $\alpha$ (Davin et al., 2007). A six years study (Rotenberg and Yakir, 2011) in the Yatir forest revealed that annual mean soil albedo in the forest area, $(a_{\text{soil}})$, was $\sim 0.21$ (or 0.24 for similar environments in other places ((Brovkin et al., 2004)). However, the annual mean ecosystem (above forest canopy) albedo, $a_{\text{eco}}$, was 0.11 ($\sim 0.1$ decrease in mean $\alpha$ above the forest compared with that above the sparse surrounding shrub land in the semi-arid area). This suggests a major difference between forested and non-forested sites in surface albedo, where poor vegetation-covered sites, such as shrub land and desert, are brighter landscapes with a high surface albedo, while albedo remains low for forest sites. Hence, compared to the surrounding terrains, forests are darker and absorb more solar radiation. For this reason, the net absorbed solar radiation, $S_n$, is higher in forests than in their surrounding terrains. This has a substantial impact on surface net radiation ($R_n$), and the difference between forest and non-forest in daily $R_n$ can be quite large and vary with the seasonal changes (Claussen et al., 2001). A study in boreal regions (Betts et al., 2007) reports a mean annual $R_n$ of 14 W m$^{-2}$ less in grasslands compared to the adjacent forest, and about 50 W m$^{-2}$ less in agricultural land, compared to the adjacent forest. Modification of vegetation cover changes the absorption of solar radiation (and $R_n$) as well as its redistribution to the atmosphere through the non-radiative fluxes (mainly as sensible heat, $H$, and latent heat, $LE$) to achieve a surface energy balance (Eq.1).

The forest warming arising from the low albedo is offset by strong evaporative cooling in many regions (e.g. tropical forests). Namely, the cooling of the forests is achieved by an increased rate of LE flux (known also as evapotranspiration, ET) from the canopy to the atmosphere (Bonan, 2008; Davin et al., 2007). However, the LE flux is limited by water availability, so that evaporative cooling is restricted in ecosystems with water limitations. Hence, in dry regions where the release of energy as LE is limited, forests are expected to be warmer than their surrounding terrain. Yet, a previous study by Rotenberg and Yakir (2010), in the semi-arid Yatir forest in southern Israel reports that the forest skin temperature was found to be lower than the surrounding shrub land (by $\sim 5^\circ$C on annual average). It was found that the forest warming, in the dry region, is offset by a massive dissipation of energy as sensible heat flux ($H$), comparing to the background sparse shrub land. Furthermore, the canopy-atmosphere aerodynamic coupling of the forest ecosystem is highly efficient compared to that of the background shrub land, which in turn enhances the massive release of $H$ flux from the forest to the atmosphere. This effect was named by Rotenberg and Yakir (2010) the “convective effect”. The efficient aerodynamic coupling in the forest, compared to background shrub land, was reflected in a lower aerodynamic resistance ($r_a$ of about 16 s m$^{-1}$ in Yatir) of the forest surface, caused by the low
density and the open canopy of the forest leading to higher horizontal inhomogeneity of the surface (Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010, 2011).

The negative dependence between the aerodynamic resistance of the surface and the sensible heat flux rate is as follows:

\[ H = \rho C_p \frac{(T_{eco} - T_{air})}{r_a} \]  

where \( H \) is sensible heat, \( \rho \) is the density of air (1.15 kg m\(^{-3}\)), \( C_p \) is the heat capacity of air (1005 J Kg\(^{-1}\) \(^\circ\)C\(^{-1}\)), \( T_{eco} \) and \( T_{air} \) are the ecosystem surface (skin) and the air temperatures (\( ^\circ\)C), respectively, and \( r_a \) is the aerodynamic resistance (s m\(^{-1}\), see Jones (1992)).

As suggested by the study of Rotenberg and Yakir (2010), the above convective effect may be accompanied with an additional warming (known also as positive forcing) due to thermal effect on the near surface atmosphere. As indicated by equations 4 and 5 below, the lower temperature associated with the cooler canopy of the forest ecosystem, leads to a lower emission of longwave (thermal) radiation (\( L_\uparrow \)), and therefore enhances the net surface energy by increasing \( L_n \) (Schimel, 1995):

\[ L_n = L_\downarrow - L_\uparrow \]  
\[ L_\uparrow = \varepsilon_s \sigma (T_s)^4 \]  

where \( L_\downarrow \) and \( L_\uparrow \) are the incoming and outgoing longwave radiations, respectively, \( \varepsilon_s \) is the surface emissivity, \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (\( \sigma = 5.87 \times 10^{-8} \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-4} \)), \( T_s \) is the surface temperature (\( ^\circ\)K). The emissivity is equal to one for a perfectly black body, which holds approximately for the soil surface. Note that the \( L_\uparrow \) depends on surface temperature through the Stefan-Boltzmann relation (Eq. 5), and that \( L_n \) is principally negative due to large \( L_\uparrow \) (Jones, 1992).

As mentioned before (Eq. 1) the total heat gain by the surface (\( R_n \)) in the forest as compared to the surrounding shrub land, is due to differences in radiative fluxes of both shortwave (\( S_n \)) and longwave (\( L_n \)) (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). Together, the enhanced \( S_n \) effect (due to lower albedo) and the suppressed \( L_n \) effect (due to cooler surface) described above mentioned increase of the overall annual net radiation absorption by the forest in Yatir site by about \( \approx 49\text{W m}^{-2} \) (radiative forcing) compared to the background shrub land (Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010, 2011).

The ambivalent effects of forests on climate change, namely, reduce atmospheric CO\(_2\) concentrations through CO\(_2\) uptake and surface warming through enhanced solar radiation absorption, raises questions regarding the forests' influence on the local and global climates. As noted in the studies above, the forestation in semi-arid regions can have large effects on surface energy balance. Several studies used climatic gradients, such as in precipitation and temperature, as case studies for understanding the fundamental mechanisms through which climate evoke ecosystems and land cover changes. Few
studies also examined how atmosphere-biosphere interactions depend on changes in elevation, and in vegetation cover, along climatic gradients (Austin, 2002; Conant et al., 1998; Holzapfel et al., 2006; Whittaker and Niering, 1975). Considering the albedo and the thermal effects noted above, and their potential forcing on local climate, it is critical to understand how such effects could vary in different environmental conditions, especially in regions with a sharp climatic or environmental gradient, such as the Eastern Mediterranean region (Asaf et al., 2013). Therefore, the function and role of forests in dry areas should be examined in a broader context, using a comparison between forests and other land covers under the same climatic conditions.

Using a Mobile lab (Asaf et al., 2013), a comprehensive study was carried out along the steep Israeli Climatic Gradient (ICG), from the hot and dry conditions in the Northern Negev to the more cool and mesic conditions in the upper Galilee (Annual precipitation along the gradient ranged from 290 mm in the south to 755 mm in the north). This gradient provided a reasonable setting to investigate the response of both forest and non-forest ecosystems to different climate (with focus on differences in temperature and precipitation). The differences in albedo between the forested and non-forested ecosystems are expected to vary between the different sites along the gradient. In the south, the bright natural soil versus dark forests is associated with large albedo changes. In contrast, in the north the albedo change from shrub land to forest is expected to be much smaller. Similarly, the forest net productivity may increase with precipitation from the south to the north in Israel. The reduced difference in albedo and increased difference in net productivity in the more humid regions are expected to change the balance between the albedo and carbon sequestration.

1.1 Research Objectives

The main objectives of this study were to investigate how the differences in surface albedo and carbon uptake between forested and non-forested ecosystems may change along the ICG. For this purpose, a state of the art mobile laboratory was employed, containing all the scientific equipment required for the field measurements.

Within this framework the specific objectives of this study were:

1. To provide information on carbon uptake differences between the forested and non-forested ecosystems across the ICG sites.
2. To derive shortwave radiation load associated with forestation of shrub land across the ICG sites, using radiation measurements.
3. To compare quantitatively the albedo/thermal radiation forcing (RF) associated with forestation in the different pine forests across the ICG sites.
2 Methods and Methodology

2.1 Study sites description

The research was conducted in three pine forests across the steep climatic gradient in Israel (Figure 1a); from Birya (Upper Galilee) in the north, through Eshtaol (Shfela) to Yatir (Negev) in the South. *Pinus halepensis* (Aleppo pine) is a common species in the Mediterranean region, considered a drought resistant species (Ne'eman and Trabaud, 2000). Planted *Pinus halepensis* forests (JNF-KKL) in three ecosystems along the ICG were found suitable for this study: (1) the wet Birya in the *Meso-Mediterranean* region, (2) the medium Eshtaol in the *Thermo-Mediterranean* region, and (3) the dry Yatir in the *semi-arid* region. In each site, the pine forest was associated with a nearby non-forested site, which was typically a grassland or sparse shrub land. However, the shrub land soils varied much along the geographical gradient: dark and basaltic soil in wet Birya, grey-stony cover in the humid Eshtaol, and bright soil in the semi-arid desert of Yatir.

The three forests are of similar age and are planted in the same species (*Pinus halepensis*) but differ mainly in precipitation, from the wettest conditions in Birya to the driest in Yatir (Table 1). During the years 2012, 2013, and 2014 field campaigns were conducted in six separated ecosystems: above forests canopies (Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir), and at their non-forested surrounding area (Kadita, Modi’in, Yatir desert), respectively. Each campaign was held for about ten days and at least for one week. All measurements were repeated several times a year (mainly in the spring and in the summer) to assess seasonal effects (Table 2). The comprehensive study included measurements of meteorological data, solar and thermal radiation, energy and mass fluxes (carbon dioxide, water, sensible and latent heat).
Table 1. Study sites description. Basic information regarding the three study sites across the Israeli climatic Gradient (ICG). Each site contains two ecosystems: Forest, and shrub land.

* Mean annual rainfall was averaged over the last fifty years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Yatir</th>
<th>Eshtaol</th>
<th>Birya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climates classification</td>
<td>Semi-arid</td>
<td>Thermo Mediterranean</td>
<td>Meso Mediterranean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude coordinate</td>
<td>31° 20' 49.20° N</td>
<td>31° 47' 34.50° N</td>
<td>33° 00' 00.50° N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude coordinate</td>
<td>35° 03' 07.20° E</td>
<td>35° 00' 11.50° E</td>
<td>35° 30' 40.50° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual rainfall (mm)*</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation (m)</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest ecosystem</td>
<td>Pine forest</td>
<td>Pine forest</td>
<td>Pine forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dominant species)</td>
<td>(Pinus halepensis)</td>
<td>(Pinus halepensis)</td>
<td>(Pinus halepensis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees age (y)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest density (trees ha⁻¹)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy height (m)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrub land ecosystem</td>
<td>Grass under heavy grazing</td>
<td>Mixed shrubs (annual vegetation)</td>
<td>Grass under heavy grazing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Field campaigns were relied on the state of the art mobile lab (Fig.2), housed on a 12-ton four-wheel drive truck frame (Girsh Industries, Ashdod, Israel), designed to accommodate laboratory equipment and working conditions. It hosts a pneumatic telescopic mast (4-28m) with complete Eddy covariance (EC) system (gas analyzer, anemometer, and radiation sensors) that can be detached from the lab, racks for instrumentations, computer desk, wireless and cellular communication. The lab is electrically independent using a generator and an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) system.

Fig.1. Three study sites and the adjacent meteorological stations along the Israeli Climatic Gradient (ICG). (A) Contour map of mean precipitation (left) with the three study sites (circles): Biry (north), Eshtaol (Shfela), and Yatir (south). (B) Fifteen meteorological (IMS-Israeli Meteorological Services) stations (blue dots) distributed around the study sites (green triangles): Yatir (1), Shani (2), Metar (3), Lahav (4), and Beer Sheva Uni. (5) around Yatir site; Beit Jamal (6), Zora (7), Nahshon (8), Latrun (9), and Beit Dagan (10) around Eshtaol site; Meron (11), Amirim (12), Sefat (13), Harashim (14), and Haifa (Technion) around Biry (B).

2.2 Mobile laboratory

Field campaigns were relied on the state of the art mobile lab (Fig.2), housed on a 12-ton four-wheel drive truck frame (Girsh Industries, Ashdod, Israel), designed to accommodate laboratory equipment and working conditions. It hosts a pneumatic telescopic mast (4-28m) with complete Eddy covariance (EC) system (gas analyzer, anemometer, and radiation sensors) that can be detached from the lab, racks for instrumentations, computer desk, wireless and cellular communication. The lab is electrically independent using a generator and an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) system.
2.2.1 **Flux measurements**

The system, which installed at the top of the mast, contains sonic anemometer, gas analyzers, meteorological instruments and air inlets for analytical instruments. A specialized horizontal metal rack was used for the placements of these instruments. Flux measurement relied on an EC system and provides gas and energy fluxes. CO₂, H₂O, sensible and latent heat fluxes are measured using a 3D sonic anemometer (R3-100; Gill Instruments, UK) and an enclosed-path CO₂/H₂O infrared gas analyzer (IRGA; LI-7200, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) using 60 cm long tubing fitted with 2 μm filter at the inlet (F series, Swagelok, US). The sonic, IRGA and Gill interfaces are linked via either network cable or wireless connection to a computer in the laboratory for data storage and communication to the home lab.

2.2.2 **Radiation measurements**

The radiation measurements are based on two identical sets of radiation sensors (Kip &Zonen, The Netherland). These are fixed to the specialized rack (installed at the top of the mast) when one facing up while the other facing down. Each of the sets includes solar radiation (0.285-2.80 μm; CMP21), long-wave radiation (4.5-42 μm; CGR4); and photosynthetic a radiation (PAR, 0.4-0.7 μm; PQS1). All sensors are connected using differential mode via a multiplexer to a data logger (CR3000, Campbell Scientific Inc.) and together with the IRGA’s air pump are located in a weather-box at the bottom of the mast. Data was recorded and processed, with averages stored every 30 minutes on the CR3000 data logger (Campbell Sci., Logan, UT, USA). Meteorological variables including radiation components were sampled at 1Hz. In addition to the EC system and the radiation sensors, meteorological parameters, such as air pressure, temperature and relative humidity (HMP45C probes, Campbell Scientific Inc., UT, USA) were measured and logged.

2.3 **Eddy covariance flux methodology**

The Eddy covariance method is widely used for measuring exchanges of heat, mass, and momentum between a flat, horizontally homogeneous surface and the overlying atmosphere (Montgomery, 1948; Obukhov and Yaglom, 1959; Swinbank, 1951). Under these conditions, net transport between the surface and atmosphere is one-dimensional and the vertical flux density can be calculated by the covariance between turbulent fluctuations of the vertical wind and the quantity of interest (Foken et al., 2012).
The latent heat, sensible heat flux and CO$_2$ flux were calculated by the covariance between fluctuations of vertical air velocity $w$, and, respectively, water vapor density $q$, air temperature $T$ (extracted from the sonic temperature) and CO$_2$ concentration, $c$ using the formulas:

$$LE = L_V \overline{w'q'} \quad (6)$$
$$H = \rho_a c_p \overline{w'T'} \quad (7)$$
$$F_{CO_2} = \rho_c \overline{w'c'} \quad (8)$$

Where, $L_V$ is the latent heat of water vaporization (2.45 [MJ kg$^{-1}$]), $\rho_a$ is air density, $c_p$ is the heat capacity of air at constant pressure (1.013 $10^{-3}$ [MJ kg$^{-1}$ °C$^{-1}$]), and $\rho_c$ is CO$_2$ density.

The EC technique provides local scale insight to biosphere-atmosphere interactions, is widely used in recent years and allows direct measurements of whole canopy CO$_2$ and other scalar fluxes (H$_2$O, sensible heat, and latent heat) in the forest, grassland, desert, and open fields (Beer et al., 2010). The method is based on the assumption that in the mixed boundary layer vertical fluxes of scalars such as water vapor, heat, or CO$_2$ are approximately constant with height. Thus, the flux measured by a sensor at some point well above the canopy is equal to the flux released or absorbed at the surface. Adequate application of the EC technique requires the validity of the following additional assumptions: the mean vertical air velocity is zero, the terrain is horizontal, the land cover is homogeneous, and sufficient fetch is available upstream of the measurement point.

Using high frequency response sensors, measurements of turbulent fluctuations of vertical velocity and scalar concentration can be performed and their covariance, which represents the vertical turbulent flux, can be calculated. The evapotranspiration ($LE$, Eq.6), sensible heat flux ($H$, Eq.7) and CO$_2$ flux ($F_{CO_2}$, Eq.8) are calculated by the covariance between fluctuations of vertical air velocity and respectively, water vapor density, temperature $T$ (extracted from the sonic temperature) and CO$_2$ concentration.

During nights turbulent conditions are poorly developed. Low turbulence is often characterized by small values of friction velocity ($u^*$, (Stull, 1988a, b)) which represents the vertical turbulent flux of horizontal momentum. As shown by (Liu and Foken, 2001), at small $u^*$ values considerable uncertainty may be attributed to flux measurements. These authors found that measurements with $u^* < 0.07$ m s$^{-1}$ should be excluded. Hence, at the framework of this study, for each set of measurements a critical friction velocity ($u^*_c$) was defined (ranged between 0.1-0.2 m s$^{-1}$), under which flux measurements are highly dependent on the $u^*$ measurements, which corresponded to $u^* < u^*_c$. These values were considered to be unreliable and were eliminated, while fluxes with $u^* > u^*_c$ were averaged into a representative constant value which was assigned to the whole night.
Fig. 2. Measurement mobile system. Measuring components (left) installed on top of the mast: Sonic 3D anemometer, Li-7200 IRGA, six radiation sensors (PAR, long and short wave, up and down) and meteorological hut (air temperature and humidity). The mast opened next to the mobile lab (right bottom).
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Table 2. Campaigns schedule across the ICG (Israeli Climatic Gradient). Mobile campaigns were conducted during 2012-2014, in three study sites: Birya (B), Eshtaol (E), and Yatir (Y). Each site includes different campaigns in the forest (solid cycles), and shrub land (empty cycles). Campaigns were conducted in the months of Feb-Sep.
2.4 Data processing

2.4.1 Energy closure constrain

Verification of the flux measurements can be conducted by the energy balance closure analysis (Wilson et al., 2002). Considering a control volume of the measurement system, the 1st law of thermodynamics (law of energy conservation) at steady state (i.e., neglecting energy storage) shows that the net radiation ($R_n$) should be balanced by the soil heat flux ($G$), sensible heat flux ($H$) and latent heat flux ($LE$) following the equation:

$$LE + H = (R_n - G)$$

(9)

The common method for examining the validity of the EC measurements is the energy balance. In addition to the fluxes measured by the EC technique, net radiation and soil heat flux are measured independently. If the energy balance of the system (Eq.9) is perfectly closed, the flux measurements of $H$ and $LE$ are validated. Hence, the energy closure conflict has become a widely investigated issue. Study by (Wilson et al., 2002) show an average energy balance (EB) deficit of 21% over 22 flux-net sites. The systematic closure problem in the surface energy budget has been reported to reach values of up to 40% of $R_n$ (net radiation) over wheat and grassland (Schwiebus and Berger, 2005; Twine et al., 2000). Among other factors, the possible contribution of non-turbulent heat and vapour transport (mean vertical wind $\neq 0$) and spectral losses due to insufficient fetch are possible sources of error.

In this frame of work the energy closure was a tool in the quality control process, the calculation was implemented (data points of 30 min averages) without the heat soil flux component ($LE + H = R_n$), which is rather negligible ($G$ approximately zero in a 24h period).

2.4.2 Data quality control

In addition to EC spike removal procedure, performed by the Eddy Pro software (“Despiking and Raw Data Statistical Screening”), exceptional spikes ($H$, $LE$, and $CO_2$) were removed manually and the missing flux value (30 min average) was adjusted by a linear interpolation. Manual despiking was carried out only for individual cases examined carefully (e.g. when a value does not match, unusually, with the others energy fluxes during the same time). We have made the process of filling gaps that appeared throughout the data series. Gaps in dataset are usually caused due to technical issues (e.g. system stopped functioning, electricity failure etc.) or when excluding night values for low $u^*$. Small gaps up to 3 hours are filled by linear interpolation. Longer gaps in mobile lab campaigns were not filled.
2.5 Meteorological data by the Israeli Meteorological Services (IMS)

Meteorological stations (maintained by the IMS, Fig.1) adjacent to the desired sites (north, shfela, and south) were used to obtain information about basic meteorological parameters such as precipitation (P), temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), and global radiation (Eg). Ongoing data was obtained regarding the period of study (2012-2014) represented as daily mean values (except for P, represented as accumulated daily rain). When more than a single adjacent station dataset were available, the average of the all adjacent stations was calculated. Global radiation (Eg) data were collected from a single adjacent station, where the most suitable station was selected in each site (altitude etc.).

In addition, data sets regarding the mentioned meteorological parameters were processed using a longer period than the years of study (1964-2013). The daily average values for each day of year (365 daily values) were calculated using statistical analysis software (SAS) for all variables except the precipitation (T, RH, and Eg) from the data for the previous 50 years. At the same way both monthly means and yearly means were calculated for the mentioned period. Within this concept, precipitation data were processed in a similar way, this time for the previous 50 years and using accumulated monthly rain. The same approach was applied also for the period of the last 5 years (2009-2013).
3 Results

The following sections report the results, divided into two main topics: (1) the climatic gradient as reflected in the three study sites in the basic meteorological variables (precipitation (P), temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), and global incoming solar energy (Eg)) supplied by the Israeli meteorological services (IMS), and (2) campaign measurements during the study period 2012-2014, in the three study sites along the climatic gradient.

3.1 Geographic gradient and time trends across measurement sites

This study focuses on the effects of the climatic gradient on ecosystem activities. Here we examine the climatic gradient in three major parameters: P, RH and T. We obtained data from the Israeli Meteorological Services (IMS, Beit-Dagan, Israel) measured at 3-6 meteorological (Met) stations which were the nearest to each study sites (Fig. 1). The entire available record was examined (Fig. 3). The data show significant inter-annual variations in these three meteorological parameters (P, T, and RH) throughout the last ~50-60 years, with the expected climatic gradient manifested mainly in the P levels: Mean P was 755, 543, and 291 mm; in the moist Mediterranean in Birya, in the dry Mediterranean Eshtaol and, in the semi-arid Yatir, respectively. T was 16.4, 20.8, and 19.5°C and RH was 58, 62, 61%, following the same sites order. In contrast to local P, in the near surface T and RH records are complicated by factors such as the site elevations (altitudes of ~650, 380, and 755 m for the Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir sites, respectively). As a result, higher T values are observed in the low altitude Eshtaol site than the higher altitude drier Yatir site. As noted above, considerable inter-annual variations are observed in the met data (Fig.3). The magnitude of inter-annual fluctuations, however, is not the same in the three sites. For example, the Inter-annual variations in P in the different sites seem to correlate with the mean site P. Namely, a higher P level correlates with higher inter-annual variability in P. This is highlighted by the inter-annual anomalies of P (Fig.4). In contrast to the variability in P, as the magnitude of fluctuations in T along the record did not differ significantly between sites, no clear correlation of fluctuation magnitude to site mean T was found. The dependency of the magnitude of RH variations on measurement site was ambiguous, since for all sites RH does not show consistent fluctuations along the inter annual record.
Despite the large interannual variations, consistent increasing trend in T was observed in all three sites over last fifty years (~0.03 °C per year for all, on average (Fig. 3), and 0.9, 0.9, and 0.7 °C, in total over the entire period (Table.3) in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively). In contrast, in spite of the large fluctuations in P, no trend was observed over the entire period. However, RH seem to have trend in part of the record (e.g. since ~1980 decreasing in RH was observed). The existence of observable
time trends in the Met records indicate that this has to be considered in characterizing the background climatic gradient used in assessing the changes in ecosystem activities in our campaign measurements. For this reason we characterized the climatic gradient also for the past five years only (Table 3).

**Table 3. Comparison between basic meteorological parameters over different time scales.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P [mm]</th>
<th>RH [%]</th>
<th>T [°C]</th>
<th>Eg [W m-2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-annual means (±standard deviations)</td>
<td>50y</td>
<td>5y</td>
<td>50y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birya</td>
<td>755 ±29</td>
<td>750 ±80</td>
<td>61 ±0</td>
<td>59 ±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eshtaol</td>
<td>543 ±21</td>
<td>478 ±41</td>
<td>62 ±1</td>
<td>56 ±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yatir</td>
<td>291 ±13</td>
<td>255 ±26</td>
<td>58 ±0</td>
<td>58 ±1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the mean inter annual values and their standard deviation. The mean values presented above are both for the entire record of P, RH, T, and Eg (Eg was available only for 20y) and for last 5y period, indicating that the mean values are significantly different. Although there were significant changes between the records, Eg indicates a sustainable average over time.

**Fig.4. The inter-annual anomaly in precipitation along the ICG sites during 1964-2013.** Precipitation data was provided by the Israel Meteorological Services (IMS) using the measurement stations (see supplementary information) around the sites of interest; Birya (B), Eshtaol (E), and Yatir (Y). The 50 y precipitation means from Birya (north) to Yatir (south): 755±29, 543±21, 291 ± 13 mm respectively.
In particular, the mean annual precipitation was lower through the last 5 years than in the last 50 years in all three sites. Fig.4 clearly shows the high negative anomalies of P at about the last decade (since ~2004), in all three sites. Focus on the last 5y reveals the frequent negative values in both Eshtaol, and Yatir, lead to lower P averages in the last 5y. Despite the dramatic negative anomaly in 2013, Birya show mainly positive anomalies in the last 5y, the balance between these trends leads to only small decrease in P comparing to the entire record.

3.1.1 The seasonal cycle in study sites along the climatic gradient
According to the results of this analysis, we characterize the climatic gradient along the seasonal cycle for further use with the campaign results over the last 5 years only:

Fig.5 Seasonal cycles of P, RH, Eg, and T in three sites across the gradient. The average seasonal cycles of P, Eg, RH, and T over last five years (2009-2013) along gradient; Birya (blue), Eshtaol (green), and Yatir (orange). Cycles of all three sites were presented by monthly means of daily means of four parameters; (active) P, (b) Eg, (c) RH and (d) T. RH in Aug- Dec, 2012 was not available in Birya, so it was calculated from four years only in these months. Error bars indicate standard errors.
Using the record of the last five years as the basis for further evaluation of the climatic gradient, we observe a consistent characteristic seasonal cycles for all three sites. As noted above, the trends in the measured parameters do not clearly reflect the geographic order except for the P because of the elevation effects. Differences between the sites were most significant in P and T seasonal cycle curves and the least in Eg. P (Fig. 5a) shows a solid climatic gradient, following the geographical (latitudinal) order of the sites during all seasons, when mean P is highest in Birya and lowest in Yatir. Differences between monthly means of P between the sites varied with season; greater differences were observed in winter (Nov-Feb), while during summer (Jun-Aug) all sites are nearly dry so that the gradient cannot be observed.

Fig. 5b indicates an almost similar Eg cycle in all three sites. Still, slight differences in the Eg behavior between the 3 sites were observed: during autumn, winter, and spring (Sep-Apr) Eg was the highest in Yatir and the lowest in Birya. However in late spring and summer (May-Aug) Eg in Eshtaol (lower latitude) was lower than in Birya (higher latitude). Moreover, Eg in Birya was similar to Yatir mostly in summer (May-Sep), but during the rest of the year it was closer to Eshtaol. As can be seen in Fig. 5c, RH is significantly different between the study sites during winter and spring (Dec-May) when conditions are the most humid. In these months Birya has the highest humidity but Eshtaol, rather than Yatir, has the lowest humidity. However, expected climatic gradient in RH was observed only during May. In particular, a strong reduction of RH in October can be observed in all sites, where the most dramatic decrease was in Birya while the shallowest was in Yatir. It is worth noting that the same deep was observed in the other record years (more than 5y ago). This particular month presents an inverse gradient of RH where Yatir was the most humid. Similarly to Eg, the seasonal cycle of T (Fig. 5d) shows a consistent difference between the sites. However, this difference did not correlate with the geographic order; the highest T was obtained in Eshtaol and the lowest in Birya. Mean T in Birya was considerably lower than in both Eshtaol and Yatir (e.g. 24.7, 28.4, and 27.4 °C in August for Birya, Eshtaol and Yatir, respectively). Generally, August and January show the max and min T, respectively.
3.2 Manifestation of the climatic gradient in mobile campaigns data

The manifestation of the climatic gradient was examined through the measured parameters: NEE, H, LE, Sn, Ln, and Rn in the two main seasons; the active (wet) season, including campaigns during March, April, and May, and the non-active (dry), including campaigns during July, August, and September. The campaigns included 7-32 days of measurements per season per site during 2012-2014. Measurements were performed at the ecosystem scale in three forests (F) and three shrub lands (S) adjacent to these forests, using the Mobile System. In the Yatir forest the forest data were collected by the stationary flux tower system continuously operating at the site over the last fourteen years (Grünzweig et al., 2003).

3.2.1 Carbon exchange

Carbon exchange measurements were conducted conventionally as net ecosystem exchange (NEE, rate of removal of CO₂ from the atmosphere) but for convenience carbon flux was expressed as the ecosystem's carbon gain, i.e., net ecosystem productivity (NEP, where NEP= -NEE) (see Fig. 6).

The forests’ mean NEP rate was 2.3 and 0.7 g C m⁻² d⁻¹ in the active, and non-active seasons, respectively. The forests present a steep NEP gradient between the two more humid sites (Birya and Eshtaol) and the dry site in Yatir. On average Eshtaol showed higher NEP values than Birya, but the difference was not significant. The decrease in NEP between the humid and the dry forests in the active season were 29% and 40% from Birya and from Eshtaol to Yatir, respectively. All three forests showed large decrease in NEP in the transition from the active to the non-active season, when the dry forest became a carbon source. The carbon loss in the transition from the active season to the non-active season was the higher in Yatir than in the both Eshtaol and Birya (on average, NEP decreased in about 52, 56, and 112 %, in Birya, Eshtatol, and Yatir, respectively). In the non-active season, differences in carbon gain values between the humid forests to the dry Yatir forest were greater than in the active season: 118, and 116 % between Birya, and Eshtaol to the Yatir forest, respectively (where Yatir was a source).

Shrub lands showed a consistent gradient of NEP, which was inverted compared with the forest sites, with the smallest NEP in more humid Birya site to the largest NEP in the dry Yatir site. In the active season, Birya showed essentially neutral system (NEP not significantly different from zero), while the two other sites showed significant carbon gain. In the non-active season, however, shrub lands in all sites were carbon sources. On average, the shrub land sites had a mean NEP rate of 0.7 and -1.2 g C m⁻² d⁻¹ in active and non-active seasons, respectively. Differences in NEP rates in the transition between wet (active) to dry (non-active) seasons in the forests and shrub lands (defines as
$\Delta \text{NEP}_F$, and $\Delta \text{NEP}_S$, respectively) indicated higher sensitivity to seasonality in Birya and Eshtaol, among shrub lands, while Yatir shrub land showed less sensitivity compare to the forest ($\Delta \text{NEP}_S = -1.9, -2.2, \text{and} -1.6 \, \text{g C m}^{-2} \text{d}^{-1}$, and $\Delta \text{NEP}_F= -1.3, -1.6, \text{and} -1.9 \, \text{g C m}^{-2} \text{d}^{-1}$ in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir respectively). Overall, the forests mean carbon uptake rate was higher compared with the adjacent shrub lands along the climatic gradient, regardless the season. However, the difference in NEP between forest and shrub land ($\Delta \text{NEP}_{F,S}$) changed along the gradient, from $\Delta \text{NEP}_{F,S}$ of 2.5 g C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ in Birya, 2.0 g C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ in Eshtaol and 0.4 g C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ in Yatir in the active season, and 3.1, 2.6, and 0.1 g C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ in the non-active season.

**Fig. 6. the net carbon gains across the ICG sites.** Seasonal NEP averages of three forests (solid bars) and three shrub lands (empty bars) along the precipitation gradient: Birya (B), Eshtaol (E), and Yatir (Y) during two different seasons. (a) Forests in active season (b) Forest in the non-active season (c) Shrub lands in active season (b) Shrub-lands in the non-active season. Active season included March, April, and May, and the non-active included July, August, and September. All the available NEP data was averaged on the daily (24h) mean scale. Positive NEP indicates carbon sink; Error bars indicate standard errors.
3.2.2 Radiative fluxes

The main four ecosystem-atmosphere radiative fluxes along the gradient, in the three forests and shrub land sites were measured or calculated: Incoming global energy (Eg), net solar radiation (Sn), net long wave radiation (Ln), and the net radiation (Rn).

As seen in Fig.7a and Fig.7b, Eg in the forest sites was on average 259 and 305 W m\(^{-2}\) in active and non-active seasons, respectively, representing the expected seasonal changes in incoming solar radiation. Although Yatir shows the highest Eg in the active season, it did not differ significantly from the Eg in Birya, while in Eshtaol Eg was significantly lower. In contrast, in the non-active season differences in Eg between the forest sites were insignificant, when in principle Eg in Eshtaol was the highest. Since the distance between sites is relatively small (~180 km Biry a to Yatir) the small within-season differences are likely only due to changes in cloudiness. The forests’ mean Sn values were 228 and 280 W m\(^{-2}\) in active and non-active seasons, respectively. The Rn values were, on average, 136 and 187 W m\(^{-2}\) in the active and non-active seasons, respectively. Similarly to the solar energy components (Eg, and Sn), Rn values in Yatir were the highest, regardless of the season. Assessing Rn as a fraction of total solar radiation load (Rn/Sn) also indicates the highest fraction in Yatir (Rn/Sn was 59, 55 and 60% in the active season and 63, 68, 69% in the non-active season, in Biry a, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively), with the geographical gradient in ecosystem characteristics more clearly observed in the non-active season. In the same context, in dry site the portion of |Ln| in total solar radiation load (Sn) is smaller than in more humid sites (although Sn is higher). E.g., on average, |Ln|/Sn was 44, 49, and 38% in the active season and, 40, 35, and 29% in the non-active season, in Biry a, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively. Combined, these radiation fractions clearly indicated the high radiation load in the dry sites, with high absorption load (Rn/Sn) and low thermal emission losses (|Ln|/Sn).

Eg values in the shrub lands (Fig.7c and Fig.7d) were on average 269 and 281W m\(^{-2}\) in active and non-active seasons, respectively (Eg should be generally the same in forest and shrub land; the differences are related to the dates of campaigns, i.e., they are random). Shrub lands show a gradient in Eg from lower Eg values in the humid Biry a site to the higher Eg values in the dry Yatir site, in both seasons, while Eg values in Eshtaol varied with seasonality (lower and higher than the shrub lands’ average, in the active and non-active season, respectively). Seasonal differences in Eg between active and non-active season varied among shrub lands, likely due to slight variations in cloudiness during the measurement campaigns: about 8%, 20%, and none, in Biry a, Eshtaol and Yatir sites, respectively. The average Sn in the shrub lands was 208 and 211W m\(^{-2}\) in active and non-active seasons, respectively.
Rn values in the shrub lands were, on average, 106 and 110 W m$^{-2}$ in active and non-active seasons, respectively. In general, Rn values in Yatir shrub land were consistently higher than in Birya shrub land, whereas the Rn values in Eshtaol shrub land were significantly higher than in both Birya and Yatir shrub lands, regardless of the season.

![Radiative energy fluxes in three forests (F) and three shrub lands (S) across the ICG sites.](image)

**Fig. 7. Radiative energy fluxes in three forests (F) and three shrub lands (S) across the ICG sites.**

Seasonally means of incoming global energy (Eg), net solar radiation (Sn), net longwave radiation (Ln), net radiation (Rn). All fluxes were calculated as daily (24h) values. (a) Forests in active season (b) Forest in the non-active season (c) Shrub-lands in active season (d) Shrub-lands in the non-active season. Error bars indicate standard errors.
A comparison between the ecosystems (forests and shrub lands, indicated as \(\Delta_{F-S}\)) along the climatic gradient, in different seasons (i.e. the wet active, and the dry non-active seasons), was used to examine the interactions between the local climatic conditions and land cover characteristics. In general, all the radiation fluxes (\(S_n\), \(L_n\), and \(R_n\)) were greater in the forests comparing to the adjacent shrub lands in the non-active season (all sites present positive \(\Delta_{F-S}\)). In the active season, however, in Eshtaol the shrub land showed greater radiation values than in the forest (\(\Delta_{F-S}\) was negative). The \(\Delta_{F-S}\) values for \(S_n\), \(L_n\) and \(R_n\) were consistently larger in Yatir than in Biry (with exclusion of \(S_n\) in active season, apparently due to the different days of measurements), showing clear North-South gradient in ecosystem characteristics. However, the differences in radiation fluxes between forest and adjacent shrub land in the intermediate site of Eshtaol showed negative differences in all energy fluxes, in the active season, and were not always intermediate between the Biry and Yatir sites. The impact of seasonal changes was reflected in the significant increase in \(\Delta_{F-S}\) values for the different net radiation parameters in the non-active season. Furthermore, the \(\Delta_{F-S}\) of the net radiation (\(R_n\)), in particular, was consistently larger in Yatir than in the other two sites (\(\Delta_{F-S}\) values of the net radiation (\(R_n\)) were 49, -14, and 53 W m\(^{-2}\) in the active season, 79, 41, and 111 W m\(^{-2}\) in the non-active season, in Biry, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively).

**Fig. 8. Albedo across the ICG sites.** Seasonal means of albedo (\(\alpha\)) in three forests (F, solid bars) and three shrub lands (S, empty bars) along active precipitation gradient. Daily values were calculated by \(S_{\uparrow}\) and \(S_{\downarrow}\) fluxes which conducted over 24h. (a) Forests in active season (b) Forest in the non-active season (c) Shrub-lands in active season (d) Shrub-lands in the non-active season. Error bars indicate standard errors.
Differences in albedo ($\alpha_f$; Fig. 8a and 8b) were negligible between the different forest sites, with the albedo in Eshatol slightly higher than in both Birya and Yatir forests. However, albedo values slightly decreased, on average, when going from the active to the non-active season ($\alpha_f$ was, on average, 0.13 in the active and 0.12 in the non-active season). In contrast, albedo in the shrub lands ($\alpha_s$) (Fig. 8c and 8d) was consistently higher than in the forests ($\alpha_s$ were, on average, 0.23 in the active and 0.24 in the non-active season) and with larger variability between the three shrub lands, particularly in the non-active season. The shrub lands present a steep gradient in albedo between the dry Yatir site to the humid Birya and Eshtaol sites. The gradient in $\alpha_s$ was more significant in the non-active season, and it negatively correlated with precipitation.

### 3.2.3 Non radiative fluxes

The dissipation of non-radiative energy was studied through measurement of the two main fluxes: sensible heat flux (H), and the evapotranspiration flux (LE). The forests' average H was 70 and 151 W m$^{-2}$ in the active, and non-active seasons (Fig. 9a and 9b), respectively. No clear gradient was observed between the humid forests (Birya and Eshtaol) to the dry forest (Yatir), neither in the active season nor in the non-active season. The differences in H between Eshtaol and the two other forests (Birya and Yatir) were significant: H in Eshtaol was the lowest among forests in the active season (46 W m$^{-2}$ in Eshtaol, compared with 81.5 W m$^{-2}$, on average in the two other forests), but the highest in the non-active season (191 W m$^{-2}$ in Eshtaol, compared with 130.5 W m$^{-2}$ on average for Birya and Yatir sites). Although the three forests showed significant increase in H values in going from active (wet) to non-active (dry) season, the seasonal variability was much greater in the Eshtaol site (4.2 times increase, compared with 1.5 and 1.8 for Birya and Yatir sites).

Forests mean LE values were 60 and 40 W m$^{-2}$ in the active and non-active seasons (Fig. 9c and 9d), respectively. In contrast to H, the LE fluxes, in both seasons, clearly reflect the North-South precipitation gradient. LE values in Eshtaol and Yatir were 91% and 49% of that in Birya, respectively, in the active season, and 94% and 57%, respectively, in the non-active season. All three forest sites showed large decrease in LE values in the transition from active to the non-active season: by 37%, 36%, and 25%, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively. In relative terms the dry forest of Yatir showed the lowest seasonal sensitivity in LE.

Shrub land sites along the gradient sites showed mean H fluxes of 50, and 82 Wm$^{-2}$ in the active, and the non-active seasons, respectively. Although shrub land H fluxes in the active season do not show a significant trend along the climatic gradient, in the non-active season the H flux in the Eshtaol site was clearly higher than in both Birya and Yatir (105W m$^{-2}$ in Eshtaol, compared with 69 and 73
W m$^{-2}$ in Bira and Yatir, respectively). Similar to the case of the forest, the Eshtaol shrub land site showed the highest sensitivity on the seasonal scale (increase by 102% from the active to the non-active, compared with increased by only 28%, and 62% in Bira and Yatir sites, respectively).

On average, the LE fluxes in the shrub land sites were: 44 and 16W m$^{-2}$ in active and non-active seasons, respectively. The seasonal decrease in the shrub land LE (from the active to the non-active seasons) indicated the high sensitivity of the dry site: LE in the non-active season was 49% of that in the active season, in both Eshtaol and Bira shrub land sites, but was only 12% in the Yatir site. In contrast to LE in the forests, LE in the shrub land sites did not show a consistent climatic trend: LE in the Bira site was 14% smaller than in the Yatir site in the active season, but 245% larger in the non-active season, and the intermediate Eshtol shrub land showed the largest LE flux in both seasons (21%, and 400% larger than Yatir, in active and non-active, respectively).

The $\Delta F$-$S$ differences in H and LE fluxes generally indicated larger fluxes in the forest sites, but differences were variable across sites and season. For H, the $\Delta F$-$S$ was similar (32 W m$^{-2}$ in the northern and southern sites (Bira and Yatir) but it was -6 W m$^{-2}$ in the intermediate Eshtol site, in the active season. The differences in H were larger in the non-active season: 56 and 63 W m$^{-2}$ for Bira, and Yatir, respectively, and 86W m$^{-2}$ for Eshtol. For LE, the $\Delta F$-$S$ values were 38, 16 and 14W m$^{-2}$ in the Bira, Eshtol and Yatir sites in the active season and 29, 18 and 22W m$^{-2}$ for the same sites in the non-active season.
Fig. 9. Non radiative energy fluxes (H, and LE) across the ICG sites. (a) Daily sensible heat, H, and (e-h) latent heat, LE, fluxes present as seasonal averages of three forests (F, solid bars) and three shrub lands (S,empty bars) along the precipitation gradient: Birya (B), Eshtaol (E), and Yatir (Y) during two different seasons. (a,e) Forests in active season (b,f) Forest in the non-active season (c,g) Shrub-lands in active season (d,h) Shrub lands in the non-active season. Both, H and LE data was averaged on the daily (24h) mean scale. Error bars indicate standard error.
The Bowen ratio ($\beta=H/LE$) values of the forests in active season (fig. 10a), and in non-active season are presented in Fig. 10b. The results indicate a significant gradient in $\beta$ values between the humid forests (Birya and Eshtaol) and the dry forest (Yatir) with higher beta values in the dry forest sites in both the active and non-active seasons, relative to the wetter sites. In all sites - both forest and shrub land - there was a clear increase in $\beta$ values from the active to the non-active season (by a factor of 2-3). The differences in $\beta$ values were relatively small between the Birya and Eshtaol forest sites and among all shrub land sites in the active season. $\beta$ value of the dry Yatir site was significantly larger than in other forests during both seasons and in the shrub land during the non-active season only.

The forest-shrub land differences ($\Delta_{F-S}$) in $\beta$ values were relatively small during both seasons in the Birya and Eshtaol sites (Fig. 10c). However, the dry Yatir site showed larger $\Delta_{F-S}$ values for $\beta$: 3.5 and 4.3 for the active and non-active seasons, respectively (compared with $\Delta_{F-S}$ values of -1.2 to 1.0 for the other sites).

**Fig. 10. Bowen ratio across the ICG sites.** Seasonal mid-day means Bowen ratio ($\beta= H/LE$) in three forests (F) and three shrub lands (S) along active precipitation gradient. Mid-day values were calculated by H and LE fluxes conducted at the peak of day-time (10:00-14:00). (a) Forests in active season (b) Forest in the non-active season (c) Shrub-lands in active season (d) Shrub-lands in the non-active season. Error bars indicate standard errors.
4 Discussion
We studied the sensitivity of the effect of land use changes, from shrub land to forest, to environmental conditions along the climatic gradient in Israel. We hypothesized that with increasing precipitation the difference between shrub land and forest will increase in terms of carbon gains, and decrease in terms of surface energy load. For this, we quantified first, the climatic gradient in Israel, and second, the changes in carbon and energy fluxes between shrub land and forests along the gradient.

To quantify the climatic gradient in Israel, we analyzed data from met stations in the vicinity of our measurement sites. In most cases 50 years of data were available. However, many of the met parameters are undergoing change, associated to the global climate change (Myhre et al., 2013). Such trends were indeed observed in temperature and precipitation. In particular, temperature increased by 0.25 °C/decade over the 50 years record across all sites (Fig.3b). This rate is almost double that of the reported for global mean surface temperature over the same period (Cubasch et al., 2013; Foster and Rahmstorf, 2011; Solomon, 2007). Note that minimum and maximum daily temperatures, or different period during the measurement record may show different rate of change, but this analysis was beyond the scope of this study. In light of these long-term trends, we used the mean values for the last 5 years to represent the climatic gradient during the study period (2012-2014). During this period, the gradient in precipitation was: 750±80, 478±41, and 255±26 mm in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir (compared to 755±29, 543±21, and 291±26 for the entire 50 years record; see Table 3). The gradients in temperature and relative humidity (RH) were: 17.2±0.5, 21.7±0.4, and 20.2±0.4 °C, and 59±2, 56±1, and 58±1 %, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively. As expected there was no gradient in solar radiation due to the small distance between sites (180 km from Birya to Yatir), other than minor changes due to variable cloudiness. Notably, the temperature differences among the sites indicated a possible complication in assessing the trends in ecosystem activities along the gradient. While the intermediate site of Eshtaol fits well along the gradient in P (755±29, 543±21, and 291±26, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir respectively), this was not the case for T (16.4±0.1, 20.8±0.1, and 19.5±0.1 °C, respectively; Fig.3, Table 3). T in Eshtaol is ~1.3 °C higher than in the semi-arid of Yatir and ~4.5 °C higher than in Birya. This is likely due to its lower altitude of the site compared to other sites (~650, 380, 755 m, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively), demonstrating the importance of the elevation parameter in considering climatic factors in general, and in gradient studies in particular (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2011). Based on the climatic gradient assessed above, we focused on the changes in the impact of the land cover (i.e. shrub land vs forest) on the ecosystem’s carbon and energy budget, using the differences between each forest and the local background shrub land (ΔF-S, which was tested for NEP, α, and β) across the climatic gradient (P, and T).
Carbon gain differences, $\Delta$NEP(F-S) (Fig.11a) show the expected increase in carbon gain of forests compared with shrub lands along the gradient ($\Delta$NEP, on average: 2.8, 2.3, and 0.2 gC m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir sites) indicating that the increased contribution of forests to the net carbon gain is correlated positively with precipitation and negatively with temperature, consistent with earlier studies (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2011). In both seasons, $\Delta$NEP values in the humid forests (Birya and Eshtaol) are larger than in the dry Yatir site. Namely, the forests in both Birya and Eshtaol have not only larger carbon sinks compared to the forest in Yatir, but the carbon uptake enhancement of these forests relative to the background shrub land is more significant than in the Yatir site (Fig. 6). A main reason that may address this trend is the increasing temperature and decreasing water availability,
which enhance respiration in the dry site (see Reichstein et al. (2005)). In the dry season (non-active), Yatir forest became a carbon source, of the same magnitude as the shrub land at the same season (Fig. 6b and 6d). Note that the relative contribution of the humid forests (Birya, and Eshtaol) to the ΔNEP in the non-active season is greater than that in the active season, although the absolute fluxes are smaller (ΔNEP in non-active season: 1.1, 1.2, and -0.2, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively). It is expected that enhanced respiration in Birya and Eshtaol shrub lands (positively correlated with precipitation; Fig.6a-c) contributes to increasing the difference in the carbon gain between the land covers at these sites. A reasonable speculation is that this may be enhanced by the higher percentage of the total vegetation that dries out in the shrub land (annual vegetation) than in the forest during the dry season, and larger decrease in assimilation in the shrub land. This indicates the higher sensitivity of production and respiration in shrub lands (the processes which compose carbon gain) to seasonality (Piao et al., 2009). Finally, it is important to notice that number of factors other than temperature and moisture (e.g. soil type, elevation, site history) are known to strongly influence the carbon gain (Magnani et al., 2007), indicating that the observed ΔNEP gradient, is not an inherently obvious result.

As expected, differences in evapotranspiration (LE) were positively correlated with ΔNEP across the gradient. However, this correlation does not include Yatir in the non-active season, when both ecosystems (Forest vs. Shrub land) are carbon sources, sharing almost the same low NEP values, yet the average LE in the forest is significantly higher than in the shrub land. The impact of the Yatir forest is substantial, in terms of evapotranspiration. The relatively high evapotranspiration in the forest compared to the shrub land may be associated with the deeper root system and water mining capacity of the forest (Yaseef et al. (2010)).

The results provide also insights regarding the differences in surface energy budget characteristics between forests and shrub lands along the ICG. Albedo, which refers to shortwave radiation, was relatively invariable between the forests, independent of seasons (~0.12; Charney et al. (1977); Rotenberg and Yakir (2010); see Fig.8a and 8b), but varied considerably among shrub lands and between shrub land and forest at each site (Fig. 8c and 8d). The albedo in the shrub lands across the ICG is negatively correlated with precipitation across the gradient. It seems that the constant forest albedo and the gradient in the shrub land albedo (Δα_{F-S}, Fig.11b) reflected to a significant extent the effects of the shrub lands’ soil surfaces. The speculation is that soil type and its optical characteristics changes from bright sandy soil in the south to darker loamy soil in the north. This resulted in Δα_{F-S}, on average, of: -0.06, -0.09, and -0.18, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively. Δα_{F-S} is consistently negative due to principally lower albedo of the forests than the background shrub lands across the ICG (Campbell and Norman, 1998; Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010). The steep gradient in Δα_{F-S} between humid
sites (Birya and Eshtaol) and the dry site (Yatir) reflects mainly the brighter shrub land surface in the desert area. The results also indicate that the sensitivity of $\Delta \alpha$ to seasonal changes is influenced mainly by shrub lands vegetation cover (mostly annuals), which varies between the active season (soil is masked by living shrubs and herbs) and the non-active season (larger fraction of soil is exposed due to dry shrubs). $\Delta \alpha$ values in the non-active are expected to be larger than these in the active season (-0.10, and -0.22 in the non-active season, compared with -0.07 and -0.15 in the active season, in Eshtaol and Yatir, respectively). However, in Birya, where the difference in albedo between ecosystems is relatively small, the effect of seasonal changes on the $\Delta \alpha$ shows an opposite trend, with larger values in active season than in the non-active season ($\Delta \alpha \sim$ -0.08, and -0.05, in the active, and non-active seasons, respectively). This is apparently because on the relatively darker, basaltic, soil in Birya shrub land vegetation cover, being larger in the active season, slightly increases the albedo. Finally, site specific responses of the different soil covers in the shrub lands (dark basaltic soil, moderate rocky soil, and bright desert sand, in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively) allow shrub lands to dominate the $\Delta \alpha$, caused by the increasing differences in albedo from Birya to Yatir, especially in the non-active season.

The albedo effects described above increase the surface solar radiation load in the pine forests compared with the background shrub lands along the ICG (by 22, 19, 39 W m$^{-2}$ in the active season and by 13, 30, 64 W m$^{-2}$ in the non-active season in Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir, respectively; Table.4). However, it is important to note that the differences in radiation load along the ICG were influenced by the incoming global energy. For example $E_g$ in Yatir was slightly higher compared with Eshtaol and Yatir, regardless of season, which is probably due to lower cloud coverage conditions typical to the environment, and less likely due to latitudinal and altitudinal issues. Considering the differences in non-radiative fluxes, different patterns in H and LE were reflected in the Bowen ratio values (H/LE) along the ICG. The explanation for the Bowen ratio differences between forest and shrub land ($\Delta \beta_{F-S}$; Fig.11c) is complex and therefore we look first at each component (H and LE) separately. Both sensible heat and latent heat were always higher in the forests compared with shrub land; $\Delta H_{F-S}$~ 45, 40, and 47W m$^{-2}$, and $\Delta LE_{F-S}$~ 34, 17, and 8W m$^{-2}$, on average for Birya, Eshtaol, and Yatir sites in active and non-active seasons, respectively (Fig. 9).

Generally, energy fluxes are expected to be greater in the forests due to the higher radiation absorption in the forests compared with shrub land (Betts et al., 2007; Betts, 2000; Bonan, 2008; Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010). Considering the gradient in precipitation along the ICG, $\Delta LE_{F-S}$ values are expected to increase from dry to wet sites (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2011). Although the shrub land LE values do not clearly fit the gradient in the active season (Fig.9), the forest LE fluxes overwhelm
these of the shrub land what results in the observed gradient in $\Delta LE_{F-S}$, with largest differences between forest and shrub land in Birya, and the smallest in Yatir. In contrast, the respective average $\Delta H_{F-S}$ values do not show a significant trend between the sites. This may be reflected in the Bowen ratio (midday values), when the difference in average $\beta$ values between the sites (Fig.10) mainly reflected increased differences in LE fluxes.

In order to highlight the differences in Bowen ratio along the gradient, and between the sites, midday values were calculated (Cuenca et al., 2013; Ohmura, 1982). Comparison between the midday (10:00-14:00) and the daily (24h) $\beta$ averages ($\beta_{mid-\beta_{day}}$), in each of the forests and the shrub lands, reveals higher $\beta$ values in midday (Verma et al., 1986) in all sites and seasons ($\beta_{mid-\beta_{day}}$ ranged between 0-1.9), except Yatir site. In particular, in Yatir shrub land the negative value was observed during the non-active season ($\beta_{mid-\beta_{day}}$ $\sim$ -4.5). In this case, daily mean H was about 30% of the midday H, whereas the daily mean LE was $\sim$10% of the comparable midday. This is reflected by time shift of LE fluxes later to the afternoon together with negative LE fluxes during night time (Yaseef et al., 2010). In Yatir forest, the differences were much larger than in other forests ($\beta_{mid-\beta_{day}}$ $\sim$ 2.8 and 9.3, in the active and the non-active season, respectively). This indicates that Yatir forest, in contrast to other forests and shrub lands along ICG, extremely enhanced H fluxes during midday, with even larger effect during the dry season, reflecting the unique “convector effect”, which occurs during the high radiation time of the midday (Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010, 2011). $\Delta \beta_{F-S}$ values in Fig.11c are in agreement with the observed albedo effect and are negatively correlated with the precipitation gradient. In general, the main difference in $\Delta \beta$ across the ICG is between the dry Yatir and the humid sites of Birya and Eshtaol. Note that the midday $\beta$ values in Yatir site are considerably higher compared to Birya and Eshtaol sites, in both, forests and shrub lands (Fig.10). This emphasizes the transition from relatively high LE fluxes in the humid sites to the extremely small LE fluxes in the dry desert of Yatir (Cavanaugh et al., 2011). Note that to understand better the impact of land cover on the Bowen ratio along the ICG we examined the differences in midday values, $\Delta \beta_{F-S}$ (Fig.11c), in both seasons (active and non-active). This is in contrast with other variables, where daily values were applied. $\Delta \beta_{F-S}$ decreases with increasing precipitation along the ICG, in both seasons. The positive $\Delta \beta_{F-S}$ values in Yatir and Eshtaol indicated that compared with the shrub land, the forest releases a larger fraction of the available energy through a sensible heat flux (H) rather than through latent heat (LE) flux, corresponding with decreased water availability, in Eshtaol site and more significantly in Yatir site, and with decreased albedo in the forests compared with the shrub land. Thus, the changes in Bowen ratio are consistent also with the small negative $\Delta \beta_{F-S}$ in Birya, in both seasons. In this case water availability is higher, compared with Yatir and Eshtaol sites, and consequently the preference of H flux
over LE flux in both forest and shrub land, is similar. This correlated with the main trend in forest vs.
shrub land differences across the ICG; $\Delta \beta$ decreases with decreasing $\Delta \alpha$ due to reduced solar radiation
load effect in the forests and reduced demand for $H$ flux compared to the shrub land. $\Delta \beta$ also decreases
with increasing precipitation due to increased water availability from Yatir to Birya. As mentioned
above, extremely high $\Delta \beta$ in Yatir, compared to Birya and Eshtaol, is associated with the strong
suppression of LE in the forest during midday in the dry site. This is compensated by the highly
efficient $H$ flux, termed the “convector effect”, enhanced by efficient canopy-atmosphere aerodynamic
coupling due the open, low density canopy in Yatir (Rotenberg and Yakir (2010)). In the Yatir shrub
land, this effect is less significant than in the forest due to lower available energy (higher $\alpha$), and lower
surface-atmosphere aerodynamic coupling (larger $r_\alpha$; see introduction), which in turn suppressed $H$
flux. This mechanism explains the decrease of $\Delta \beta$ values in Eshtaol and more in Birya (e.g. in Birya,
the smaller $\Delta \alpha$ is correlated with higher precipitation, and the decreasing $r_\alpha$ correlated with increasing
density of forest’s canopy). The negative $\Delta \beta$ in Birya in the non-active season reflects that the forest
dissipate larger LE flux (relatively to $H$ flux), compared with the background shrub land (due to dry
shrubs and no water availability). However the sensitivity of $\Delta \beta$ to seasonality in Birya (diminishing
differences in $\beta$ between forest to shrub land in the active season) can be explained by enhanced
vegetation growth in the shrub land during more wet active season (LE increases together with
decreases of $H$ in shrub land in the active season, compared with the non-active season; Fig.9c-d,
Fig.9g-h) which leads to an increase in Birya shrub land $\alpha$ in the active season (increased $\Delta \alpha$ in Birya
in the active season), but to high decrease of shrub land $\beta$ (decreased $\Delta \beta$ in Birya in the active season).

The above differences in carbon and energy net exchanges between forests to shrub lands have an
important role in shaping the net radiation load associated with forestation in different environmental
and climatic regions. For understanding the offset between these effects, we quantified also the
shortwave and the longwave radiations load associated with forestation across the ICG in Table 4.
Table 4. The estimated radiation effect of forestation along the ICG. Global radiation (S↓) is the average value for the forest during the study period, in each of the seasons. Albedo differences presented as absolute values, when forest always have lower albedo than shrub land. Net radiation values refer to the ecosystem surface. Net shortwave (solar) radiation (ΔS_n) shows the difference in surface’s solar load between the forest and the shrub land (positive sign denotes higher solar radiation load in the forest canopy, on average). ΔS_n values were derived by the measured albedo in each forest and shrub land, together with the measured global radiation above the forests at the same period. Net longwave (thermal) radiation (ΔL_n) presents the corresponding differences in surface’s thermal load (negative sign denotes less emission of longwave radiation from the forest canopy, compared with the shrub land). *the estimated effect for the selected measurement window (using the measured S↓ and the Δα).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Non-Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global radiation (S↓), [W m⁻²]</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ(F-S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo difference (</td>
<td>Δα</td>
<td>)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in net shortwave ΔS_n=S₇E₉F - S₇E₉S [Wm⁻²]</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in net longwave ΔL_n=</td>
<td>L₇E₉F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>L₇E₉S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in net radiation ΔRn</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 4, the differences in the net shortwave radiation between the ecosystems (F vs. S) across the ICG sites indicate that the forests were always greater absorbers of solar radiation compared to their background shrub land. The increasing differences in net shortwave radiation from Birya to Yatir are mainly due to the increased differences in albedo between forest and shrub land. The insignificant increase in global radiation from Birya to Yatir has only a small contribution to the observed higher radiation in Yatir. Note that the relatively small ΔS_n value in Eshtaol in the active season clearly results from the relatively small global radiation average value (225W m⁻²), probably caused due to cloudiness during the period of measurement. The effect of forests on thermal radiation (ΔL_n) also increases from Birya to Yatir (on average, from ~3 to -20W m⁻², in Birya and Yatir, respectively) implying that the convective effect (Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010, 2011) observed in the dry forest of Yatir is diminishing across the gradient sites, from Yatir to Birya. While reduced emission of thermal radiation associated with forestation is clear in Yatir, it is almost zero in Birya. The difference in net radiation highlights the higher impact of forestation on the surface’s radiation load in Yatir, compared with forestation in the other sites across the ICG sites.

The forestation along the ICG provides an insight on how different climate (precipitation and temperature) and land cover changes interact with the atmosphere-biosphere processes. The use of the mobile system demonstrated its critical utility for the extension of the results from the permanent research site, in Yatir with limited coverage of climatic conditions, land cover and vegetation types.
As shown here, the vegetation land cover affects the interactions between the ecosystem and the atmosphere not only through the exchange of carbon but also through the different radiation absorption/reflection/emission by the surface, as well as its redistribution to the atmosphere as non-radiative fluxes of latent heat and sensible heat. The tradeoff between the net effects of these processes provides insights regarding the contribution of forestation and land use changes, in general, to climate change on local to global scales.

Our observations from the semi-arid region in Israel showed that conversion of the local sparse shrub land to pine forest resulted in greatly increased surface radiation load due to reduced canopy albedo and reduced emission of thermal radiations, which overwhelmed the beneficial effects of the forests high rates of carbon sequestration (which can be converted into energy term, see (Rotenberg and Yakir (2010))). The tradeoff between these processes results in a net warming effect associated with forestation in Yatir. Extending this study to three pine forests across the short (180 km) local climatic gradient in Israel, confirmed our hypothesis that increased carbon sequestration and reduced differences in albedo across the precipitation gradient (from Yatir to Birya), diminish the radiation load effect of forestation while enhancing the benefits of carbon sequestration. This suggests that the warming effect associated with forestation decreases with increasing precipitation across the ICG sites to the extent that at Birya the warming effect is not sustained.
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